Why I am for the dissolution of publicly traded stocks, commodities and options:
1) This method enables private profiteering without responsibility, civil or criminal liability
2) This encourages people with money to invest in an entity providing a product(s) or service(s)
and thereby decreases the number of persons and entities providing a product(s) or service(s);
thereby decreasing competition and encouraging megalopolies; like the current and expanding
multinationals
3) This method encourages enslavement of the masses because its goal is to maximize profits for
the share holders at all costs even paying the lowest wages possible
4) This method robs our nation of resources and sovereignty by encouraging globalization through
enslavement of the workers even foreigners if laws prevent paying even lower wages nationally
to gain profits for share holders (thus it proliferates traitors; not patriots or nationalists)
5) This method through speculation, causes commodities such as oil and grains to surge beyond
the affordability of the poor and so causes starvation and death, suffering to mass millions if not
billions of souls on earth solely for profiteering
6) This method decreases creative thinking, ingenuity and invention by encouraging monetary
resources to continue to be given to persons content with their social status, technology and
methods, thus it “dumbs down” the masses, stagnates and ultimately destroys an economy and
nation
7) This method funds what has already been proven to be so corrupt persons they are willing to do
all the above without repentance or remorse and hide behind armies of shyster attorneys rather
than actually pay damages to victims of the destroyed environment and unemployed masses
that have resulted all in the name of returning profits to investors (thus for GREED, this method
encourages not only the sufferings and deaths of innocent citizens, but of the entire planet)
So what I am for:
1) Employee owned and operated entities or clearly delineated owners that are publicly
conspicuous and are easily held accountable for the actions of the entity or entities they own
2) When people with money can only increase their net worth by providing products or services it
corrects the majority of the problems we face under the current and above mentioned system
by forcing all citizens to provide a product or service if they want to increase their earnings or
savings and thereby:
a. New products and services are constantly entering the marketplace
b. Only quality products and services survive through demand increasing quality of life for
all
c. Wealth is more evenly distributed to all those actually providing products or services as
they all have an equal share in the profits of their entity and equal responsibility if all
entities are employee owned and operated (laws could be created making it illegal for
one person (unless a sole proprietorship) to own 99% of the company dividing less than
1% to employees like the huge salaries of CEOs today compared to the workers actually
providing the product or service. Founders of companies in my opinion should be
limited to 51% ownership so they maintain the final say so as long as they live (and have

the highest personal liability) but afterwards, owner operators of the entities rather
than inheritors (if they are not working at the entity divide ownership respectively
commensurate to the responsibility of the position (which is to continue to provide
quality products or services; not profits to persons that have no investiture but to make
personal gain without working, without providing anything of substance to anyone and
only doing harm by encouraging cheap products, poor service, slave wages under the
current system of publicly traded stocks, options and commodities.
d. Capitalism will generate through this method controlled inflation, continued upward
mobility, increased products, superior services, personal fulfillment, better wages and
quality of life for the vast majority (the only persons who could rationally argue against
this are the wealthy elite who are satisfied under the current arrangement to continue
to destroy the world for their personal gain without ever giving thought to their
conscience as the detached investors that they are)
e. People will be forced lifelong to continuously improve themselves to remain
competitive and as such the masses will become more educated and more personal
gains amounting to more community gains, a stable economy, a stable nation and
eventually a stable world – STOP LETTING RICH, GREEDY, IRRESPONSIBLE PERSONS
CONTINUE TO ENSLAVE THE MASSES AND DESTROY THE WORLD! Take the money out of
their hands by doing away with what are the clear problems! The corrupt bankers
(Federal Reserve) and Wallstreet! Seriously, this country was founded so that the people
were served by the government having the responsibility to mint money and in 1833
when it passed to criminal and greedy minded individuals they have been taking over
this country and enslaving the rest of us ever since! Just take it back the way it used to
be and the way this nation was founded! The people mint the currency; so no need to
borrow from these criminal oppressors any longer! And in order to make money you
cant take our currency and buy slaves overseas, putting Americans out of their homes
and turning the country into a third world nation like what is occurring because of these
two criminal and oppressive systems that are now destroying this nation and the world.
3) Down with imperialism! Down with caste society! Down with GREED! And Up with responsibility
and civility to all persons and the world’s ecosystems by responsible entities that provide quality
products and services are concerned once again with customer satisfaction because completion
is restored through the dissolution of these irresponsible, corrupt giant oppressors and tyrants!
People take over the Federal Reserve, do away with publicly traded stocks, options,
commodities and only allow business models that are civilly and criminally liable to victims (not
corrupt government agencies they pay nominal fines to and continue with their greedy and
illegal practices). Do this and the economy will surge, the masses will again have livable wages
and quality of life will improve for all; if you don’t do this evil persons will brand you their slaves
and control even your food and water in the not so distant future.

